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The Annual Design Research exhibition in 2019 brings together over 25 individual
works from a larger number of authors/co-authors and community collaborations.
The ADR more broadly is very deliberately envisaged as an inclusive forum,1 with
the call for contributions open to design research within any discipline or practice.
This inclusiveness and variety respond in part to the deliberate aspiration for the
ADR, but it is also a reflection of the diversity within the field of design research.
Design research is considered a young, emerging field.2 Perhaps for this reason,
pioneering literature and writing on design research was focused on defining the
discipline, and on determining how to ‘account for its embodied knowledge and
processes in order to substantiate its contribution’. 3 With a growing confidence
in the role and recognition of design research, more recent theory has focused on
diversifying the understanding of how design research may be practiced, arguing
for a wider field in which design can be useful and put to work. Books such as
Future Practice (Hyde 2012), or Design Research in Architecture (Fraser 2013) and
the related series Design Research in Architecture (DRiA) demonstrate through
example the range of ways architectural ideas are being applied, sometimes through
buildings but in many cases through other types of projects, publishing, forums or
community engagements which do not result in built outcomes. The emergence of
concepts such as ‘spatial agency’,4 and ‘design–thinking’ further de-couple design
research from discipline specific associations and perceived modes of production,
framing design ‘as a kind of strategic problem-reframing process’ rather than as a
discipline with technical expertise in crafting form. 5
The variety within design research practice can be considered a strength. It promises
the potential of an expanded inclusiveness and equity; a nimbleness to adapt, address
and respond to complex problems facing the world; and a variegated toolbox of
methods to do so.6 This diversity poses an opportunity for a conference/event to
1. Matthew Aitchison, “ADR18 Introductory opening talk,” 23rd October 2018, Architecture Design
and Planning, University of Sydney, video recording, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDk1msnrigI.
2. Murray Fraser, ed. Design Research in Architecture: An Overview. Farnham: Ashgate, 2013: pg 4.
3. Shane Murray, “Design Research in Architecture: An Overview,” In Design Research in Architecture,
edited by Murray Fraser, Farnham Ashgate, 2013: 95
4. Nishat Awan, Tatjana Schneider & Jeremy Till, Spatial Agency: Other Ways of Doing Architecture,
Abingdon, Routledge London, 2011, 27
5. Cameron Tonkinwise, “Design Studies—What Is it Good For?,” Design and Culture, 6:1 (2015): 43.
6. Naomi Stead, Pia Ednie-Brown, Fleur Watson, and Kate Rhodes, “Exhibiting the Workaround:
Gender, Activism, and Architectural Education,” Journal of Architectural Education 73, no. 2 (2019).
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use the various modes of expression within design research to produce an exciting
and unusual event. It also offers a challenge for the exhibition – how to curate while
being inclusive? How to structure the exhibition in order to be able to observe, coax
or give rise to connections between projects and trajectories? How to enable the
exhibition to be more than a collection of individual things, which are in themselves
new and original, to be a useful tool to reveal new ideas or questions about design
research in a broader way.
In ADR19, we chose to introduce a conference theme, or rather three themes, Real/
Material/Ethereal, to help us respond to these questions. Together, these themes are
intended to maintain the inclusive and pluralist approach envisaged by the original
ADR team, while at the same time introducing a structure through which we could
find, analyse and discuss overlaps and adjacencies between disparate design research
approaches. A deliberate decision was made to design themes which could include
contemporary academic design research trajectories, but that were not indexical to
these trajectories. A tendency within the contemporary academic faculties in the
design research realm is the formation of ‘laboratories’ around particular research
themes. These groupings represent the desire to identify areas of strength within an
academic setting in a public and definable way, and often strategically align to topical
contemporary issues and their associated sources of funding. Examples of this are
the growing number of urban based research labs which have been established
in Australia and around the world,7 which leverage the very real needs of cities
in an increasingly urbanised world to argue for the importance of their research.
Another prevalent example is advanced fabrication labs which leverage the rapidly
changing technologies in robotics and computational design as well as support from
industry partners.8 Both city and advanced manufacturing labs have rightly been
identified as areas where research funding bodies can understand the relevance and
potential impact of design research and both generate timely and important work.
But like any formalisation of a group, laboratories set boundaries, channel research
towards particular outcomes and adjacencies, and perhaps may sometimes hinder
the potential ‘strength in diversity’ of design research.
As an open and inclusive event, particularly with its focus as a forum for non-traditional
design research contributions, ADR is an opportunity to loosen contemporary
design research definitions and to imagine different ways to align. This was the aim of
the themes for ADR19. For example, we envisaged that Real might include research
into urbanism and cities but also into activism or critical practice around social and
political issues, or design processes that are co-authored by real communities and
people. Material might be inclusive of research in advanced manufacturing, along
with practice based architectural projects or sculptural material experimentation.
Ethereal might describe speculative ‘paper’ architecture as well as digital or

7. For example, City Lab UCLA, The Why-Factory TU Delft, Monash Urban Lab.
8. For example Block Research Group ETH, ICD Stuttgart, RMIT Robotics lab.
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Are you Complicit? by Future Method held a
visually prominent position hanging in the
atrium space of Building G.

algorithmic design, research into the design of atmospheres and experimentation
with altered realities. In our discussion of the works in the exhibition below, we
do not seek to categorise projects into one or the other theme, but rather to use
them to find unusual overlaps, outside of established research definitions, which we
hope may spurn other’s curiosity to test how seemingly disparate approaches may
be brought usefully together.
REAL
The call-out for ADR19 defined the theme Real as ‘reflections and case studies
which relate to the role of design research to critique, understand and address real
world challenges’. Each of these projects declares the desire to critique, as well as to
change / improve / raise awareness of a political, environmental or social question:
design is explored as a mode of activism & advocacy; a mode to promote equity
through participation; as a way to influence the built environment towards better
outcomes.
Holding a visually prominent place in the exhibition, commanding the expansive
height of DCM’s Building G atrium, is the work Are you complicit? by Future Method.
This work is designed and fabricated in the mode of a protest banner – in fact it
is an artefact of their own political action in protests in Sydney. The work reflects
7

the use of design research methods, as well as the opportunities afforded by design
work itself, to advocate for pressing political, environment or social issues. A similar
approach is used in Minefields, by Kairuz and Spurr. Delivered as a performative
lecture with a dialogue accompanying a rapid sequence of multi-scalar imagery, this
work exposes the impacts of industrial mining. The authors argue that ‘architecture’s
constant wrestling with the problem of scale makes it an ideal discipline through
which to engage with and visualise some of the most pressing issues of our time.’9
Using similar techniques, juxtaposing scale, mode and meaning, is Memory Work
by Nowak/Perepletchikov, a three channel video work that explores the material
of basalt (commonly known as bluestone) through its multiple manifestations and
meanings in the Victorian landscape. Footage of incredible explosions from quarries
on the outskirts of Melbourne impress the embodied energy of this material. The
authors again identify a deliberate use of design methods, along-side subject matter,
as a vehicle for advocacy, noting that the ‘narrative of the moving image provides an
ideal medium for complex ideas within the work to be made visible and accessible
to a diverse audience.’10
In other projects, design research working methods are used as a means for exchange
– for sharing knowledge rather than communicating it. In WAYOUT, authors Sarah
Breen-Lovett & David Knoll argue that creative practice has a unique role to play in
developing robust and meaningful modes for stakeholders to participate in the design
process. WAYOUT documents a collaboration between experimental architecture
practice Atelier Bow-wow, local artists collective Kandos School of Cultural
Adaptation (KSCA) and a community in rural New South Wales, showcasing the
drawings, video, and workshop discussions in which stakeholders are co-authors.
Cassaignau & Jung also explore the potential of design research as a means for
collaboration, using speculative design propositions in practice and teaching to
foreground dialogue around sea-level rise in Batemans Bay in their work Radical
Change driving Ideas for Coastal Town Renewal. Besa and Lee describe their work
WaterLore : For the Drylands, as creating ‘a medium for shared knowledge’.11 These
immersive, multi-modal maps offer a novel forum for considering water catchments
that is able to bring together diverse knowledge systems of stakeholders including
Traditional Owners, agriculturalists and water authorities.
A radically different kind of participatory design is suggested in Biohybrids: planrobot co-creation (McCormack et al) which creates a partnership between natural
9. Sam Spurr & Eduardo Kairuz, “OPEN-CUT (DATA) MINING: Multi-scalar complexity and critical
spatial practices,” In Critical Practices in Architecture: The Unexamined, edited by Jonathan Bean,
Susannah Dickinson, Aletheia, Cambridge Scholars Publishing, (2020):115
10. Georgia Nowak & Eugene Perepletchikov, “Memory work,” in Real/material/ethereal: ADR19
exhibition, edited by Laura Harper, Georgia Nowak & Charlotte Day, (Melbourne: Monash University,
2019). Exhibition Catalogue.
11. Antonia Besa & Gini Lee, “Waterlore: For the Drylands,” in Real/material/ethereal: ADR19
exhibition, edited by Laura Harper, Georgia Nowak & Charlotte Day, (Melbourne: Monash University,
2019). Exhibition Catalogue.
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Baracco Wright utilised north light to illuminate their work Untitled. Culpra Furniture, by OFFICE in
collaboration with the Culpra Milli Aboriginal Corporation is in the background.

and artificial systems. With customised and interchangeable attachments, robots
nurture plants with water, nutrients and climate control while plants respond to
these inputs through their own intelligence. The authors describe this process as a
step towards ‘natural-human-artificial intelligence co-creation.’12 The role of design
and creative practice to enrich participatory design processes is also explored in a
series of papers from the ADR conference.13
BETWEEN REAL & MATERIAL
If the theme of the real is summarised as design research which begins with the
urgency of real world challenges, then between real and material are those projects
that progress research from analysis and critique towards materialised propositions
which embody, test and ultimately try to address real world issues.
Thinking through this question are exhibitors such as Baracco Wright, who describe
12. “Generative Materiality,” Sensilab.monash.edu, accessed February 02 2020, https://sensilab.
monash.edu/research/generative-materiality/
13. These include: Narrative Dioramas: Capturing new knowledge generated through storymaking
within co-design activities, Indigenous Ways of Knowing- Intology, Critical Co-Design and Agency of
the Real, The brown paper roll: A third space approach to participatory design research, Researching
citizen participation within the architecture of post-disaster housing reconstruction: Towards a
methodology rooted in ‘ecologies of creative practice’. See Laura Harper ed. Real/material/ethereal:
ADR19 conference proceedings, Melbourne: Monash University, 2020.
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their wider practice as ‘advocating a role for architecture that catalyses or actively
engages with the environmental, social and cultural repair of the places it is a part of.’14
Their work, Untitled, in ADR utilises the large north facing windows of Building G to
illuminate a photographic juxtaposition of two ‘verandah-like’ spaces from practice
projects that materialise this thinking. The verandahs represent a shared space
which negotiate between constructed and natural ecologies.15 Tap-Pipe-Catchment
also demonstrates a parallel research/practice approach. Through empirical and
comparative study of Australian and Japanese houses, Neustupny studies changing
cultural attitudes to water use over time, while in parallel documents an iterative
design research process through a series of realised architectural projects within
NMBW Architecture Studio where she is a director. Between these two modes,
Neustupny develops a critical stance on contemporary water use, and thinks through
how architecture can work to transform contemporary water habits through subtle
yet profound design decisions relating to plumbing and water design.16
Perhaps the most hybrid real/material work in ADR is Culpra Furniture produced
by OFFICE in collaboration with the Culpra Milli Aboriginal Corporation and
RMIT University. The authors write that the ‘research highlights how design can
be operationalised, providing both a vehicle and shared language through which
to develop relationships between Indigenous and non-indigenous Australians.’17
The wider context of the Project is a master plan for land based enterprise to
support the local community – Culpra Furniture is one example of this which involves
the design and manufacture of tables and stools from salvaged felled redgum. This
project begins with an urban response to a pressing issue, uses methods of design
research to develop a collaborative strategy, and activates processes of making and
materialising to achieve economic, environmental and cultural sustainability / repair.
MATERIAL
This trajectory of design research involves discussion of the knowledge that is
generated through the act of making, of working and thinking through material
which Cameron Tonkinwise argues ‘comes not from analysis of a material, from
decomposition, but from experiments in synthesising something new with that
material, from attempted compositions.’18 This suggests that design research through
14. Mauro Baracco and Louise Wright eds., Repair: Australian Pavilion, 16th International Architecture
Exhibition, La Biennale di Venezia 2018, New York: Actar Publishers and Melbourne: Australian
Institute of Architects, 2018
15. Mauro Baracco and Louise Wright, “Untitled,” Real/material/ethereal: ADR19 exhibition, edited
by Laura Harper, Georgia Nowak & Charlotte Day, (Melbourne: Monash University, 2019). Exhibition
Catalogue.
16. Marika Neustupny, “Tap-Pipe-Catchment,” in Real/material/ethereal: ADR19 exhibition, edited by
Laura Harper, Georgia Nowak & Charlotte Day, (Melbourne: Monash University, 2019). Exhibition
Catalogue.
17. Culpra Milli Aboriginal Corporation & OFFICE, “Culpra Furniture,” Real/material/ethereal: ADR19
exhibition, edited by Laura Harper, Georgia Nowak & Charlotte Day, (Melbourne: Monash University,
2019). Exhibition Catalogue.
18. Tonkinwise, Cameron. “Knowing by Being-There Making: Explicating the Tacit Post-Subject in
10

Exhibition floor talk with Matthew Bird, Naomi Stead, Sam Spurr and Eduardo Kairuz.

making is always projective or speculative - researching through testing rather than
analysis or comparative studies. The projects assembled under this theme use the
medium of material not only as subject, or to represent / fulfill an outcome or
proposal but also to test, to discover and to create new knowledge.
Directly engaging with this idea of material exploration as a way to develop ideas and
opportunities are projects Genius Fungi: Manufactured Meduscutoid (White et al), and
Centaur Pod (UNSW Computational design) which each demonstrate a sequence
of iterative tests between practice and teaching, engaging students will hands on
learning. Genius Fungi explores the potential of the fungi Mycelium to be grown
into moulds and then hardened, linking material tests with speculative propositions
demonstrating how the material could be used. Centaur Pod experiments with the
technical detailing of building skins, increasing responsiveness to heat, light and
moisture. Working at a different scale and temporality is Nomadic Dome by practice
Ephemeral Research which responds to the need for immediate construction of
temporary spaces during natural catastrophes. The Dome innovates through a
tensile structure that is self-sufficient from site; light-weight elements such as steel
cable and aluminum tubing; and a distributed structural design.
The work Sagrada Família Basilica Sala Creuer: The Analects of Gaudí (returning to the
Use.” Studies in Material Thinking 1, no. 2 (2008).
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Exhibition floor talk with senior curator of contemporary design and architecture Ewan McEoin, Benjamin
Dillonburger, Pia Ednie-Brown and Roland Snooks

source) 1917-2019, (Burry et al) uses knowledge generated through a long process of
making to unlock the imagined and speculative ideas of Antonio Gaudi. The focus of
the work is an intricate model of the finally constructed Sala Creuer space presented
through a sectional cut and mirrored base to expose an intimate understanding of
the complex and expressive interior and ceiling. But it is the process of investigation,
testing and design undertaken which is the subject of the work in ADR. With
documentation of Gaudi’s original intention for the Sala Creuer virtually nonexistent, the team describes the process of design and construction as one ‘requiring
a critical engagement with and almost forensic insight in Gaudi’s thinking’.19 The
series of films which accompany the model, generated incrementally over the course
of decades, provide insights into a very hands-on journey through material testing
and experimentation involving multiple craftspersons and a variety of new and old
material technologies. The image of the careful twisting by hand of a timber gig to
form a plasterboard prototype to mathematical precision contrasts with images of
industrial robotic arms carving stone demonstrate both the longevity of the project
as well as the abiding nature of material testing as a way to generate knowledge.
Describing a similar process of trial and error, visual judgment and then experiment,
are the authors of Double-edged, an imagined armoury constructed of mundane DIY
19. Mark Burry, Jordi Coll, Marta Miralpeix, “Sagrada Família Basilica Sala Creuer: The Analects of
Gaudí (returning to the source),” in Real/material/ethereal: ADR19 exhibition, edited by Laura Harper,
Georgia Nowak & Charlotte Day, (Melbourne: Monash University, 2019). Exhibition Catalogue.
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components. In the floor talk which included this project at the ADR conference,
author Matthew Bird described a gradual accumulation of subconscious connections
through countless trips to Bunnings between the form, colour, textures and even
functions of everyday DIY objects and the visual cues of ritualised weaponry.20 The
materials provided an opening for experimentation, a way to draw out an idea or
a critique - perhaps more visual/visceral than articulated at first but later found
to contain an abundance of associations to questions and concerns brimming
in the author’s minds. The experience for the viewer is one of unease through
the juxtaposition of every objects and artefacts of war and violence. A similar
discomfort between the everyday and the strange meets the viewer of Mia Cinelli’s
Gender Tools. In contrast to Bird’s use of familiar materials in archaic objects, the
Gender Tools take the familiar form of everyday objects but realise these through
the strange and bodily materiality of flesh, veins and hair. How might these tools
be used and by whom? Like Bird’s weapons, the tools challenge us to question the
accepted domesticities of spaces such as the shed and bathroom, and of objects like
the toolkit and the cabinet.
BETWEEN MATERIAL AND ETHEREAL
Sitting in a space between material and ethereal are four installations which wrestle
with material as a way of generating novelty in form from complex processes or
imaginary constructs, from movement or from data. But it is the production of
the materialised objects that progresses the research through an iterative sequence
of variation and testing, and towards understanding the potential implications of
eternal processes for architectural organisation, form and atmosphere.
Building the Ethereal, by Zilka & Parry, draws on fashion and textiles and the way
these disciplines relate form to the human body. The montage of structural forms,
such as pleat and drape, to architecture inform a series of digital formal techniques
that enable the authors to ‘speculate on how non-architectural beginnings can
result in extraordinary spatial qualities’.21 Similarly drawing on processes outside of
architecture, and of the architect’s authorship is Ghost in the Machine, Aarhus School
of Architecture, in which errors and mis-alignments that occur between digital
interfaces and the material objects are emphasised and considered as openings for
novelty. The work consists of a field of small-scale tectonic prototypes which are
transformed through their re-casting in materials such as brass and timber beyond
the default off-white of 3d printing prototypes to artefacts of art and architecture
with warmth and material reference.
The collected work of RMIT Architecture | Tectonic Formation Lab presents a
trajectory of iterative work that has evolved over a period of 5 years. The work
20. This was discussed by co-author of Double-edged Matthew Bird during the floor talk on October
4th.
21. Leanne Zilka & Cailtin Parry, “Building the Ethereal,” in Real/material/ethereal: ADR19 exhibition,
edited by Laura Harper, Georgia Nowak & Charlotte Day, (Melbourne: Monash University, 2019).
Exhibition Catalogue.
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Multiple films, Anna Nervegna and Toby Reed. Photo: Nervegna Reed.

draws from, and co-opts, the potential of complex, multi-agent algorithmic systems
and swarm intelligence to generate formal organisation, embedding architectural
design intentions into the rules that govern relationships between elements. The
works presented at ADR demonstrate the negotiation between processes which
are unpredictable and which produce strangeness and novelty, and architectural
ideas such as structure, enclosure, texture and ornament. With the translation
of digital processes into materialised objects, new opportunities, limitations and
questions emerge – materials and their processes of production have their own set
of characteristics which inform architectural rules. Bio Scaffold (Alima et al) sets up
a feedback loop between the design of an intentional structural scaffold, and the
unpredictable growth of bio-material Mycelium, suggesting an open-ended evolution
of form developed as a partnership between human and non-human intelligence.
Tectonic Cloud (Snooks et al) makes a new atmosphere outside of its own form
through the play of reflection and translucency over it’s formally complex surface.
Cast Agency (Bao et al) suggests a new role for these complex skin as a sacrificial
formwork for casting concrete.
The work of keynote speaker Benjamin Dillonburger and his collaborator Michael
Hansmeyer, Digital Grotto II, similarly engages with processes outside of the human
mind, using recursive subdivision logics to generate a complex, intricate form.
Juxtaposed to the other-worldly beauty of this work is the narrative through which
Dillonburger presented at the keynote event. Dillonburger situated his work against
the background of a traditional construction paradigm, which has not adapted
to digital innovations, resulting in a continued reliance on standardisation, labour
14

intensive processes and material waste. Dillonburger presented an alternative –
increased design attention to the required performance of individual construction
components in their context, and individualised production made possible by
robotic fabrication. Responding to a provocative question from the audience about
excess, Dillonburger noted that the intricate surface in Digital Grotto II used less
material, and less machine time to produce than the backside, which resembles a
concrete block. Dillonburger makes the point that digital fabrication decouples ideas
of excess from intricacy and detail in form, and invites us to question the aesthetics
of simplicity as a symbolic rather than genuine alignment with austerity.
ETHEREAL
The works described within the ethereal theme are those that focus on the
expression of the intangible by exploring space that is more than physical – the
space of film, virtual space, the space of dreams. Echoing concepts developed in the
conference discussion session hosted by Shanti Sumartojo, these projects question
the relationship of design techniques and digital technologies to human experience,
and the creation of atmosphere.22
Exploring the expression of intangible elements of place is Wayfaring Map by Matt
Gunn. Developed as a series of beautifully drawn maps, this work communicates
a temporal, experiential representation rather than a geographic one, aimed at
expressing a journey of discovering place. Burry et al, in Parametricism and Place
questions if parametricism, which is currently used to define the parameters of
physical space, could also be activated to also design atmospheres of place. The
work, developed with students at Melbourne University, offers explorations of
these concepts in their abstract video based interpretations. Exploring the space of
virtual reality is Layered Horizons: Vanuatu (v1.0) by Burrell & Hendery – a project
which brings together linguistics, anthropology, geography and archaeology into a
virtual representation of Vanuatu, allowing the visitor to explore information and
data in a spatial and relational way. The One and the Multiple by Müge and Frederico
Fialho Teixeira inserts historical photographs of iconic ‘Queenslander’ houses within
a recreation of contemporary suburban streetscapes using point scans and audio
recordings, creating an unsettling and ghostly atmosphere.
The immersive potential of film is explored through Sarcophagus by Mathew Bird.
Outwardly resembling the studded, mechanical tectonic of a services core or
sub-station, the human-scale box ‘invites audiences to experience an immersive
environment of simulated sleep-states’23 by entering and lying within the work
itself. Sound and image through a three-channel film transforms the interior space,
confusing perspective and focus and inviting inhabitant to suspend perception of time
22. Shanti Sumartojo, “Urban atmospheres in a Digital World”, in Real/Material/Ethereal:ADR19
conference proceedings, Laura Harper ed., Melbourne: Monash University, 2020.
23. Matthew Bird, “Sarcophagus,” in Real/material/ethereal: ADR19 exhibition, edited by Laura Harper,
Georgia Nowak & Charlotte Day, (Melbourne: Monash University, 2019). Exhibition Catalogue.
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WaterLore : For the Drylands by Besa and Lee.
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and physical space. Nervegna and Reed also use film to create an immersive interior
which collects and interweaves multiple films drawn from their long investigation of
architectural ideas through this medium. Housed in Monash University Museum of
Art, the work uses multiple screens, sound and projection to invite the viewer into
the world of Melbourne Architecture through colour, shape, collage, movement,
text and spoken word. Nervegna and Reed’s work has become iconic in this city
and its architecture. Like a soundtrack associated through memory with a time and
place, these films accompany our recent architectural history – it’s events, places,
heroes and villains. The architectural world expands to one of ideas, words and
trajectories moving through time.
------Real/Material/Ethereal presents a survey of the depth and diversity of design
research being undertaken in Australia. Writing of a similar kind of exhibition in
the field of fine art, Shapes of Knowledge, curator Hannah Mathews writes ‘One of
the most powerful things about art is the multiplicity of knowledges it leads us to.’24
In its rich diversity, and through its existence as a process of lateral or innovative
thinking, design research also holds this potential. The potential of forums such as
the ADR is to expose, discuss and grow how the multiplicity of design research can
be leveraged as a strength, and as a characteristic of distinction. As the discipline
continues to grow and develop, and as it strengthens arguments for the relevance
and equivalency of its outputs, the ways in which design research is used across
academia and practice will continue to grow and develop.

24. Hannah Mathews, “Shapes of knowledge,” in Shapes of Knowledge exhibition catalogue, edited
by Hannah Mathews & Shelley McSpeedan, (Melbourne: Monash University Museum of Art and
Perimeter Editions, 2019). Exhibition Catalogue.
17

Catalogue of exhibitors
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Aarhus School of Architecture
Ghost in the machine
The work of this postgraduate design studio showcases design research that
investigates how accurately recorded data and recorded ‘errors’ can instigate and
inspire new processes for architectural design and fabrication. Computational design
tools and machining processes become active agents in design, so that glitches
in the technology - from scanning to mapping to material misunderstandings to
manufacturing errors – produce ghosts of speculative futures and alternate pathways
for the design.

Aarhus School of Architecture, Aarhus, Denmark
Ghost in the machine, 2019
3d print, bronze cast
Studio Tutors: Robert Trempe, Dagmar Reinhardt, Jan Buthke
Artifact 1 - Hafdís Anna Bragadóttir, Aidin Shamsalghoraei
Artifact 2 - Jacob Keemink, Ditlev Feldballe Kardyb
Artifact 3 - Vildana Duzel, Lanqing Hu (Will)
Artifact 4 - Andrea Sara Mariel Rados, Matthias Klith Hardarson
Artifact 5 - Layla Stanley, Elias Johan Hamann
Artifact 6 - Jenna Herbert, Catalina Valdes Burbano
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Antonia Besa, Gini Lee
WaterLore : For the Drylands
WaterLore: For the Drylands seeks to record the cultural waters of one of Australia’s
great river systems, the regulated Millewa Murray and Barka Darling Rivers that lead
to the sea at the Coorong. The project presents an intensive deep mapping project
as a medium for shared knowledge, novel systems and sustainable ecologies for arid
regions, aimed at benefiting communities facing more extreme conditions due to
climate-based change. The idea is that in a drying landscape, much can be learned
from people who already know how to work with less reliable water availability.
The exhibition provides a large-scale water map of dryland Australian landscapes
formed by surface and ground water conditions overlaid with contemporary and
historic water values maps and installations. Each ‘hotspot’, where critical conditions
overlap, becomes a place for possible intervention through design and communication
of water-led change actions.
One of the aims of the WaterLore Project is to make an illustrated lexicon for
dryland waters to establish a common language of expressions and concepts that
enables fieldwork to be disseminated widely. Arid places may be remote but they
are entirely modified by human use. The land is subject to constant negotiations
between natural and cultural systems and the marks and traces left are clear
evidence of such dynamic effects. To find representational methods to communicate
water scenarios across a diverse audience this water lexicon of water concepts in
words and visual imagery is a developing common language for arid landscapes.
Through identifying the dynamic groundscapes recorded through detail captured
from the air, the nature and character of these landscapes can be described in layers
of pattern and detail in an aid water aesthetic. Water derived phrases taken from
scientific and geomorphological reports are the first source of the lexicon words
and phrases to assist in translating connectivity across landscapes at a particular
moment in time.
WaterLore : For the Drylands, 2019
Antonia Besa, Gini Lee
University of Melbourne
tracing paper, canton paper maps, water, digital stills,
video projection
06:00:00
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Sarah Breen Lovett and Dr David Kroll
WAYOUT: Design Workshop with Cementa, KSCA& Atelier Bow-Wow
This exhibition content displays results of a co-design workshop between Atelier
Bow-Wow, artists from the Kandos School of Cultural Adaptation (KSCA) and local
community members for an arts facility called WAYOUT. This facility will provide a
permanent home for the Cementa Contemporary Art Biennale in Kandos, a postindustrial rural town in NSW about 4 hours’ drive west of Sydney.

Sarah Breen Lovett and Dr David Kroll
Future Building Initiative Monash University and UniSA
WAYOUT: Design Workshop with Cementa, KSCA& Atelier Bow-Wow, 2019
single channel video
20:00:00
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Matthew Bird
Sarcophagus, 2016
Sarcophagus invites audiences to experience an immersive environment of simulated
sleep-states. This multidimensional architectural installation renders creative
curiosities of biological and induced respite, challenging a range of aesthetic, cultural
and behavioural sleep concerns.

Matthew Bird
Studiobird, Monash University
Sarcophagus, 2016
mixed mediums
Additional credit: Installation realised by architect Matthew Bird (Studiobird). Film produced in
Blairgowrie, Australia with Lillian Steiner (performance artist),
James Wright (cinematographer) and JD Franzke (composer). Project supported by the Australian
Government through the Australia Council for the Arts, its arts funding and advisory body.
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Matthew Bird and Tom Morgan
Double Edged, 2019
The twelve piece set poses as a museum collection, artefacts rescued from some
medieval battlefield, but ironically fashioned from prosaic materials bought from the
local DIY tool-shop. These weapons are pieces of bespoke craftsmanship and to
hold one engenders conflicting thoughts of desire, luxury and socio-political warfare
- ideas that hint at under-examined narratives around the purpose, need, and value
of weapons in a contemporary setting.

Matthew Bird and Tom Morgan
Studiobird and Monash University
Double Edged, 2019
mixed medium
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Andrew Burrell, Rachel Hendery
Layered Horizons: Vanuatu (v1.0), 2019

“Layered Horizons” is a Research through Design and digital humanities project that
brings together disparate data sets from linguistics, anthropology, geography
and archaeology-within virtual reality (VR)-to create interactive information
visualisations which use gesture-based controls to allow a user to interact
with information in an embodied manner. A user is literally surrounded by the
information as environment and interacts with it in a direct and embodied manner.
“Layered Horizons: Vanuatu (v1.0)” represents an iteration of the project focusing
on the Vanuatu region.

Andrew Burrell and Rachel Hendery
University of Technology Sydney and Western Sydney University
Layered Horizons: Vanuatu (v1.0), 2019
interactive virtual environment
Additional credits: Layered Horizons in an ongoing of the “Waves of Words” project, which is funded
by the Australian Research Council (DP180100893) and we are grateful for the input of the other
project team members: Patrick McConvell, Laurent Dousset, Antoinette Schapper, Michael Falk, Billy
McConvell, Matthew Spriggs, Tim Denham and Ali Chalmers Braithwaite.
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Mark Burry, Gini Lee, Jeff Malpas, Gaby Miegeville-Little,
Stanislav Roudavski, Julian Rutten, Mark Taylor, William Ward.
The Place and Parametricism Project:
Sensing Place, Invisible Place, Place and Colour, Trees as Places, 2019
Place and Parametricism explores the relationship between theories
of place and parametric practices in architectural, interior and landscape design
education and research. This ARC project asks ‘can place be adequately encompassed
by the qualitative methods of digital and parametric design?’ and exposes the
opportunities and limitations of both place and parametric knowledge and methods
through the agency of the design studio.

Mark Burry, Gini Lee, Jeff Malpas, Gaby Miegeville-Little, Stanislav Roudavski, Julian Rutten, Mark Taylor,
William Ward.
Swinburne University University of Melbourne and University of Tasmania
The Place and Parametricism Project: Sensing Place, Invisible Place, Place and Colour, Trees as Places, 2019
digital files, animations and soundscapes, 3D printed models in plastic and clay, printed catalogues on paper
10:00:00
The Place and Parametricism Project is a component of the ARC Grant of the same name
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Mark Burry, Jordi Coll, Marta Miralpeix
Sagrada Família Basilica Sala Creuer: The Analects of Gaudí (returning to the source)
With completion of Gaudí's Sagrada Família Basilica scheduled for 2026, it will
become the tallest place of worship - anywhere. It’s principal spire – the tower and
pinnacle dedicated to Jesus Christ, will be 172.5 metres tall. It will be topped by a
four-armed transparent cross offering up to 17 visitors at a time a window to the
world. For the final 80+ metres of the ascent, visitors will have spiralled upwards
through a spatial depiction of the firmament, an experiential earth-bound proxy for
a facsimile of a heavenly journey’s point of arrival.
The lack of finalised and formalised information about Gaudí’s motivation, intellectual
position, emotional engagement, or written histories remain an exceptional
challenge for those working to complete his magnum opus. Interpretation of
Gaudí’s incomplete design for the Sala Creuer (the hall at the base of the central
tower 75 metres above floor level) presented a fascinating and contentious challenge
for all involved, requiring a critical engagement with and almost forensic insight into
Gaudí’s thinking, in order to comprehend his intentions for completing the Sagrada
Família long after his demise.
Using drawings, models, and photographs, this proposed exhibition - for the
first time anywhere, explains how the design team unpacked Gaudí's etching as a
scholarly design research partí leading to the now almost completed highly original
‘Sala Creuer’ space

Lead Architects: Mark Burry (Melbourne) with Jordi Coll and Marta Miralpeix (BSF, Barcelona)
Architect Coordinators: Jordi Bonet and Jordi Faulí
Basilica de la Sagrada Família and Swinburne University of Technology
Sagrada Família Basilica Sala Creuer: The Analects of Gaudí (returning to the source). 1917-2019
Prints, 3D Print, Video
18:00:00
Design and creative support: Dr Barnaby Bennett, Dr Daniel Davis, and Michael Wilson (Melbourne).
The Sagrada Família Foundation and the Australian Research Council are gratefully acknowledged for
their financial support. Thank you Chen Canhui and Awnili Shabnam for printing and painting the model,
and Rob Hasegawa for the video production work.
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Maud Cassaignau and Markus Jung
Evolving Ideas for Coastal Urban Adaptation through Changing Modes of
Practice, 2015-2019
This contribution discusses how a future urban speculation about consequences
of sea water rise on a coastal town revealed urban renewal opportunities in
unexpected places. Changing from an urban practice study commissioned by a NSW
council, to educational studio, research, public exhibition, community engagement
and back to academia again, different modes of engagement enabled to progressively
push the lines of investigation, and uncover unexpected opportunities in so-far
negatively perceived coastal change. The exposure of council and community to
those opportunities eroded reluctance to engage with flood prevention.
Maud Cassaignau and Markus Jung
MADA, Monash University
Evolving Ideas for Coastal Urban Adaptation through Changing Modes of Practice, 2015 -19
digital image loop
00:10:00
Additional credits: Practice study: XPACE architecture and urban design (Maud Cassaignau and
Markus Jung) with SWA (Simon Whibley) Research: Maud Cassaignau and Markus Jung Studio 1: tutor:
Markus Jung, critic: Maud Cassaignau, students: Emma Berton, Tristan Broadway, Jonathan Fung, Chinq
Heei Goh, Charlotte Hobson, Stephanie Leyton, Gamze Oguz, Olivier Petite, Jesse Oehm, Smith,
Sienna Tardini, Giulia Virgato, Jake Wilson, Hiu Wa Wong, Xueting Wu, Siying Xiang, Research and
Exhibition Curation: Maud Cassaignau and Markus Jung Studio 2: tutor: Maud Cassaignau, critic:
Markus Jung, students: Aaron Abud-Rouch, Tamara Baksheev, Sarah June Birthisel, Timothy Chan,
Pearl Dempsey, Zoe Fayman, Ekaterini Galanakis, Kimberley Hui, Tang Jiadai, William Kendall, Timothy
Lun, Katrina Lee Owers, Madeleine Walsh, Hong Man Wong, Steph Worboys, Cecilia Young,
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Mia Cinelli
The Gender Tools
Borrowing the visual language of hardware, kitchenware, sex toys, and extremities
props, The Gender Tools appear at first to have a specific designed function, but are
revealed to be something else entirely. Their ambiguous, human form enables them
to be free of gendered tasks— simultaneously making them entirely practical, and
utterly useless.

Mia Cinelli
The Gender Tools, 2016
cast silicone, human hair
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Culpra Milli Aboriginal Corporation, OFFICE
Culpra Milli Map of Development, Three Sisters Table & Culpra Stools
The Map of Development questions traditional top-down master planning in a
context in which funding, infrastructure and capacity are limited. These constraints
are countered through the facilitation of new models of development at the regional
scale through smaller actionable projects at the human scale. This model offers an
alternative to the problematically named ‘master’ plan. The animation shows the coauthored map of development which allows the Culpra Milli Aboriginal Corporation
to seek funding and action projects towards the wider goal of creating a sustainable
land base for Barkandji people.
Culpra Furniture is constructed using salvaged river red gum offcuts from an
abandoned timber milling operation that operated on the lands of which Culpra Milli
Aboriginal Corporation now manages. It is these offcuts that are now being used to
empower the local community by turning them into unique and culturally embodied
pieces of furniture. Furniture currently in production by OFFICE studio.

Culpra Milli Aboriginal Corporation and OFFICE
RMIT University
Three Sisters Table, Culpra Stools, Culpra Milli Map of Development, 2019
salvaged river red gum, mild steel, acrylic paint, native grasses
Animated map. 05:00:00
The woven piece in the centre of the table is woven using traditional techniques by Sophia Pearce, a
Barkandji women, using grasses collected from Country.
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Ephemeral Research
Nomadic Dome
The pavilion is an answer to a contest that seeks for the innovative practice of
architecture to contemporary problems. Chile is a place of natural catastrophes,
so the main interest of Nomadic Dome is that it is an itinerant infrastructure that
works as a meeting point in vacant sites in emergencies.

Ephemeral Research
Nomadic Dome, 2017
video
05:19:00
Architects: Ephemeral Research (Claudio Torres, Clarita Reutter, Yuji Harada and Emile Straub).
Structural engineer: Jun Sato Laboratory, University of Tokyo / Jun Sato
Structural Engineers Co., Ltd. Jun Sato, Shohei Furuichi, Midori Tsuzuki.
Lighting design: Mauricio Lacrampette – Marcela Uribe
Video making: Nicolás Morales - Esteban Arteaga- Daniel Rodríguez - Nicolás Saieh
Construction Team: Héctor Rivera, Viola Guarano, Mauricio Yañez, Maira
Vega, Miguel Uribe, Fabián Acuña, Simón Herrera, Nicolás Schmidt,
Constanza Dalleto, Malvina Ruelas, Francisco Beltran, Francisca Vargas,
Josias Aliaga, Pablo Peñaloza, Matías Guajardo, Andrea Yataco, Julia
Bustamante, Natasha Urretaviscaya, Pablo Castro, Catalina Berrios, Rodrigo
Vega, Carlos Parra, Galit Hojman, Martin Rojas y Nicolas Navarrete.
Finance: Constructo, CAP S.A. y Enercom S.A.
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The One and the Multiple, 2018
Through the immersive use of VR, The One and the Multiple brings together
visual and audio recordings of contemporary streetscapes with the State Library
of Queensland (SLQ) Corley’s Photographic Collection of Brisbane suburbia.
The overlay ‘in place’ of historic images reveals the changing nature of Brisbane’s
streetscape over time, as well as what remains. The work speculates that digital
information and photography must be rooted in experience to become a genuine
appropriation in the construction of the image.

Müge Fialho Teixeira and Frederico Fialho Teixeira
Queensland University of Technology, Creative Industries, School of Design and The University of
Queensland, School of Architecture
The One and the Multiple, 2018
virtual reality
03:00:00
Additional credits: State Library of Queensland (SLQ)
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Future Studio Method
How are you complicit?, 2018
This work was created as part of a design studio at UTS in partnership with
Grandmothers Against Removal. It was an instrument used to shield the studio
and participants from the Institution during critiques, and then as an instrument of
protest against the Institution during the Invasion Day march on 2019.

Future Method Studio
University of Technology Sydney
How are you complicit?, 2018
linen drop sheet, spray paint
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Matt Gunn
Wayfaring Map, 2018
These drawn maps are performed as a process of discovery in wayfaring,
continually documenting a condition of environmental disjuncture. This mode
of production offers a transformative and symbolic potential for architecture;
confronting sedentary relationships to space and place that are inhibitive to
adaptive modes of being.

Matt Gunn
University of Tasmania
Wayfaring Map, 2018
graphite on paper
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Michael Hansmeyer and Benjamin Dillenburger
Digital Grotesque II - Grotto Fragments
Digital Grotesque II is a full-scale, highly ornamental grotto that is algorithmically
designed and 3D printed out of 7 tons of sandstone. This animation shows individual
fragments of the grotto - columns, lintels, pediments - that were gradually evolved
by the computer to maximize their spatial depth.

Michael Hansmeyer and Benjamin Dillenburger
Animation by Demetris Shammas. Sound by Michalis Shammas
Digital Building Technologies, ETH Zurich
Digital Grotesque II - Grotto Fragments, 2017
video
01:08:00
Digital Grotesque II is a commission by Centre Pompidou, Paris, for its permanent collection. It is
currently on display at the ‘Imprimer le monde’ exhibition. Research for this project was carried out
at the Chair for Digital Building Technologies at ETH Zurich. Production files were calculated on Euler
High-Performance Computing Cluster at ETH Zurich. Components were printed on ExOne printers
by Christenguss AG.
Fabrication Team: Michael Thomas, Philippe Steiner, Allegra Stucki, Florentin Duelli, Jan Francisco
Anduag, Katharina Wepler, Lorenz Brunnner, Nicolas Harter, Dominik Keller, Max Spett, Alexander
Canario
Digital support: Matthias Leschok, Alvaro Lopez
Photos: Fabrice Dall’Anese, Michael Lyrenmann, Demetris Shammas, Jann Erhard, Hyunchul Kwon
Partners and Sponsors: Chair for Digital Building Technologies ETH Zurich, Department of Architecture, ETH Zurich, Centre Pompidou, Christenguss AG, Bosshard + Co. A, Suter Elektro AG
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Eduardo Kairuz and Sam Spurr
Minefields, 2018
With a focus on coal mining in Australia, ‘Minefields’ is a lecture-performance
that examines the ways in which architecture can uncover, reflect upon, and
communicate the spatial, political, and environmental implications of large-scale
extractive operations.

Eduardo Kairuz and Sam Spurr,
Monash University and University of Newcastle
Minefields, 2018
Lecture-performance
13:00:00
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Jon McCormack, Camilo Cruz, Paolo Alborghetti, Elliott Wilson
Biohybrids: plant-robot co-creation, 2019
Biohybrids investigates new forms of hybrid design between human, machine and
natural intelligences. Here two robots nurture and co-create with various species of
plant, forming a symbiotic relationship between the natural and artificial.

Jon McCormack, Camilo Cruz, Paolo Alborghetti, Elliott Wilson (B-Master)
SensiLab, Monash University
Biohybrids: plant-robot co-creation, 2019
robots, plants, software, custom electronics
This research was supported by an Australian Research Council Future Fellowship FT170100033
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Nervegna Reed Architecture
Multiple films
Nervegna Reed use video to compliment their architecture practice – as
documentary tool to produce a visual dialogue about architecture; as an exploration
into spatiality and image; and as a type of sketching device to produce new ideas for
architectural works. The video-stylo (referring back to Alexander Astruc’s 1948
Camera-stylo theory - 1992: Du stylo à la caméra et de la caméra au stylo: Écrits
(1942–1984) Éditions de l’Archipel) is like a video-pen, whereby ideas are written
down and inscribed by the video, as one would with the written word or a drawing.
Multiple films brings video works from 1995 to 2019 together in dialogue.
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Film credits:
63 Minutes at the NGV, 1995
Artwork, Director - Anna
Nervegna
Curator - Giacomina Pradolin, Our
Parents Children, National Gallery
of Victoria, Australia
Architecture at 25 Frames per
Second / Out of Focus, 1998
Director - Toby Reed
RMIT University, CCAA Conference, Sydney, Australia
The boy that radiates that charm,
film clip, Lisa Miller, Melbourne,
Australia
Fat Art, 1998
Director – Toby Reed
Artist – Grahem Ramsay
ABC Art Show
V-Hold, 1998
Director – Toby Reed
ABC Recovery
Breaker
Signature Space, 1999
Artwork, Director - Anna
Nervegna
E-180 Solo installation exhibition (mixed media), Centre for
Contemporary Photography,
Melbourne, Australia
E-180, 2000
Artwork, Director - Anna
Nervegna
E-180 Solo installation exhibition (mixed media), Centre for
Contemporary Photography,
Melbourne, Australia
Signature Event (Derrida), 1998
- 2000
Artwork, Directors - Anna
Nervegna, Toby Reed (with the
participation of Jacques Derrida)
The One Minutes, Sandberg Instituut, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Melbourne International Arts
Festival, 60-metre screen projection at the Victorian Arts Centre,
Australia

Blueprint, 1998
Artwork, Director- Anna
Nervegna
Australia Council Visual Art Grant
and Residency
Blueprint Projection, exterior Via
Farini Gallery, Milan, Italy
Collection: Griffith University
Microwave Nights, 2000
Director - Toby Reed
Producer - Lou Weis
Melbourne International Arts
Festival, 60-metre screen projection at the Victorian Arts Centre,
Australia
Joyride, 2003
Director - Toby Reed
Producer - Lou Weis
Melbourne International Arts
Festival, Federation Square, Melbourne, Australia 2002
Joyride Singapore Festival, Singapore 2003
Joyride Rotterdam International
Biennale, Germany 2004
Dr Caligari Moves to the Suburbs:
The Architecture of Edmond and
Corrigan, 2013
Director - Toby Reed
Producers - Anna Nervegna, Sam
Reed
Curator - Vanessa Gerrans
Peter Corrigan- Cities of Hope,
RMIT Gallery, Melbourne, Australia
Practice Collaboration: John Wardle and Nader Tehrani, 2013
Director - Toby Reed
Architectural Review Asia Pacific
Las Vegas Studio: Melbourne,
2014
Director - Toby Reed
Interviewers Toby Reed, Fleur
Watson
Curator - Martino Stierli (MOMA),
Melbourne co-curator - Fleur
Watson
Las Vegas Studio: Images from the
archives of Robert Venturi and
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Denise Scott Brown,
RMIT Design Hub, Melbourne,
Australia
The Future is Here (Roland
Snooks), 2014
Director - Toby Reed
Curators- Alex Newson, Melbourne curators - Kate Rhodes,
Fleur Watson
The Future is Here, RMIT Design
Hub as part of The Future is Here,
London Design Museum, United
Kingdom
Splatter Pavilion, 2016
Directors - Toby Reed, Anna
Nervegna
Melbourne Design Week, RMIT
Design Hub, Melbourne, Australia
Future Happiness, 2016
Directors - Toby Reed, Callum
Morton (with Monash Art
Projects)
Script - Toby Reed
Curators - Grace Mortlock, David
Neustein, Fleur Watson
Occupied, RMIT Design Hub,
Melbourne, Australia
Peter + Dione McIntyre, 2018
Director - Toby Reed
Producers - Toby Reed, Anna
Nervegna
Screen Test 2 MPavilion, Naomi
Milgrom Foundation, Melbourne,
Australia
Elwood House, 2019
Directors - Toby Reed, Sam Reed
Producers - Toby Reed, Sam Reed
Screen Test 2, MPavilion, Naomi
Milgrom Foundation, Melbourne,
Australia
Vanishing Point , 2019
Director - Toby Reed
Producers - Toby Reed, Anna
Nervegna
Screen Test 3, MPavilion, Naomi
Milgrom Foundation, Melbourne,
Australia

Georgia Nowak and Eugene Perepletchikov
Memory-work
This three channel video work explores the complex narrative of Victoria’s history
through the lens and evolution of a material; basalt. The video work uses part
archival footage and part newly recorded footage within Victoria to piece together
disparate historical events with the aim of retracing and reconnecting valued and
misread story lines. Memory-work invites new readings of a familiar landscape and
a space where new narratives can emerge; an all-together remembering.
Georgia Nowak and Eugene Perepletchikov (A-Master)
Memory-work, 2018-2019
three channel video
00:30:00
Additional Credits: Tilman Robinson, Audio. Archival footage from ACMI collections / NFSA / Warrnambool Historic Society & private collections including Grace MacGugan
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_50 year intervals: will we recognise how daily use water moves through our houses
in 50 years from now? Architects can contribute to this question.

Marika Neustupny
Tap-Pipe-Catchment
Tap-Pipe-Catchment seeks to explore an expanded role for plumbing in contemporary
architectural design. Over time, urban access to water in Western developed
nations has gradually become easier, yet at the same time our consciousness of
natural water cycles and the politico-economic effort required to bring water to our
fingertips has significantly diminished. An architectural approach to the circulation of
what is usually regarded as hydraulic engineering might yield user awareness of how
water works in daily life.
_design: movable washstand, pipe-tap

Marika Neustupny
NMBW Architecture Studio
Tap-Pipe-Catchment, 2019
Print on paper
The work is based on aspects of Marika’s PhD, completed 2019, University of Queensland
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RMIT Architecture | Snooks Research Lab
Cast Agency
These prototypes explore the design and fabrication of intricate lattice structures
through the application of 3D printed formwork strategies. The lattice structures
are designed through the interaction of generative multi-agent algorithms and BESO
structural topology optimisation.

RMIT Architecture | Snooks Research Lab
Cast Agency, 2019
polymer (PETG), concrete
Nic Bao (project lead), Mike Xie, Roland Snooks.
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RMIT Architecture | Tectonic Format Lab
Bio Scaffold
Bio Scaffold focuses on material, computational and physical agency, all mutually
interacting in the generation of form. This symbiotic relationship is explored through
feedback systems in which natural processes work in collaboration with digital
fabrication technologies. This non-linear relationship operates by extracting data
from the organism in order to orchestrate the robot’s movement in real time.

RMIT Architecture | Tectonic Formation Lab
Bio Scaffold, 2019
robot, video, wood-plastic composite, mycelium.
Natalie Alima (project lead), Qingqing Yang, Dasong Wang, Roland Snooks.
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RMIT Architecture | Tectonic Formation Lab
Tectonic Cloud
Cloud Affects explores the architectural implications of large-scale polymer 3D
printing and its integration with embedded carbon fibre structural networks.
This prototype contributes to a larger installation project that compresses form,
structure and ornament into a synthetic assemblage.

RMIT Architecture | Tectonic Formation Lab
Tectonic Cloud, 2019
polymer (PETG), carbon fibre, paint, polyurethane.
Roland Snooks (project lead), Charlie Boman, Hesam Mohamed, Nic Bao, Marc Gibson, Dasong
Wang, Caitlyn Parry, Natalie Alima, Philip Samartzis.
The project is supported by: RMIT University, Boeing, NGV.
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Roland Snooks, Scott Mayson
RMIT Mace
The RMIT Mace combines multi-agent algorithmic design and titanium 3D printing
techniques to create a symbol for the university. The project draws upon the
intricate and ornamental characteristics of historical mace and reinterprets these
through computational design processes.

Roland Snooks, Scott Mayson
RMIT
RMIT Mace, 2015
titanium
Project Team: Cam Newnham, Alexander Walzer, Andres Rivera, Milan Brandt, Aaron Pateras, Mark
Edgoose
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UNSW Computational Design
Centaur Pod
The Centaur Pod pavilion is a student led investigation into interaction design,
soft robotics, material exploration, and digital fabrication. Using a post-disciplinary
framework students designed via an action research methodology a first iteration
of a kinetic pavilion.

UNSW Computational Design
Centaur Pod, 2019
artificial muscles; silicon.
recycled materials ie, milk bottles, plywood.
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Marcus White, Mehrnoush Latifi, Daniel Prohasky, Canhui
Chen, Jane Burry
Genius Fungi: Manufactured Meduscutoid

mycelium, 2019

This exhibit describes a design proposal for a cellular system that ‘grows’ throughout
an art gallery garden snaking its way through spaces based on site thermal conditions
and pathways, playfully interacting with existing artworks and structures to form
shelter, seats and tables. The design is uses mycelium, a material composed of
agricultural waste products and ‘mycelium of Fusarium oxysporum’ poured into
formwork which then is ‘grown’ (incubated in warm, moist growing conditions)
resulting in lightweight material with similar structural properties to timber.

Proffestor Marcus White, Dr Mehrnoush Latifi, Daniel Prohasky, Canhui Chen,
Professor Jane Burry
Harrison and White + Swinburne University of Technology
Genius Fungi: Manufactured Meduscutoid mycelium, 2019
models: vinyl + mycelium. digital component: 04:50:00
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Louise Wright, Mauro Baracco
Untitled
Negotiating constructed and natural ecologies has informed spatial outcomes that
could be described as ‘veranda like’ spaces. These spaces inform the architectural
language and in their definition and disposition, materiality and spatial arrangement
explore shared land use between the built and natural environment.

Louise Wright and Mauro Baracco
Baracco+Wright Architects
Untitled, 2019
photographic print on adhesive film
Photograph by Louise Wright
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Leanne Zilka, Caitlyn Parry
Building the Ethereal
This work explores architecture from the scale of the body, where material qualities
drive form rather than form driving material. The research looks to disciplines such
as fashion and textile design and how they work with the form of the body as a way
to capture a drape, or a pleat. By simulating these qualities digitally, we can speculate
on how non-architectural beginnings can result in extraordinary spatial qualities and
consider how work can be incrementally scaled up to resolve issues of structure,
form and enclosure. Simultaneous simulation is taken for granted with fashion and
textile as the body is always present defining the form and structure of the garment.
By exploring these ethereal qualities and translating them into architecture, the
intricate is maintained and experienced as space.
The models shown exhibit the work from 2 practices, Leanne Zilka who works at the
intersection between architecture, fashion and textile design and Caitlyn Parry whose
research that explores the digital techniques that capture the dynamic movement of
the human body to generate complex geometries and spatial experience.

Dr Leanne Zilka and Caitlyn Parry
RMIT University
Building the Ethereal, 2019
3D printed digital models
Assisted by Mick Shi
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We acknowledge and pay respect to the people of the Kulin Nations,
the traditional owners of the land on which Monash Art, Design and
Architecture is located. At MADA we acknowledge Aboriginal connection
to material and creative practice on these lands for more than 60,000
years, and celebrate their enduring presence and knowledge.
Real/Material/Ethereal: ADR19 Exhibition Catalogue
Edited by Laura Harper
Published in Melbourne Australia, by Monash University, 2020
ISBN 978-1-921994-53-1
Exhibition curated by Charlotte Day, Georgia Nowak, Laura Harper
COVER IMAGE
Digital Grotesque II by Benjamin Dillenburger and Michael Hansmeyer
Photo by Michael Hansmeyer and Hyunchul Kwon

